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Sales and F&I 

Seamlessly monitor every step of the sales process, from prospect management through the deal closing, to ensure 
that your sales department is efficient and profitable. 
 
The IDS Sales module provides you with tools to quickly process deals, manage your inventory and automate F&I. Our 

integrated CRM will help you streamline lead generation, properly manage leads and stay connected with your 

customers. 

Close more deals in less time 

 
Sell More. Faster 
Reduce transaction time with an 
instant inventory match to customer 
preferences, integrated parts selling 
and automated F&I.  

 
See Full Customer History 
Keep a single shared customer profile, 
dealership-wide so that everyone is 
looking at the same up-to-date 
customer information. 

 
Shorten Response Time 
Automate lead processing through an 
integrated CRM to ensure fast 
responses and personalized customer 
communication. 

 

 
Keep Deals Profitable 
Structure the deal and calculate deal 
profitability on the fly.  
 

 

 
Boost Team Productivity 
Find everything quicker with easy 
access to up-to-date inventory, work 
order status and customer profile.  
 

 

 
Ensure Accountability 
Track lead activities in real-time to 
ensure accountable engagement 
between you and each of your leads. 
 

 

Key Features 
Integrated CRM Converts More Leads into Deals 

 Instantly capture lead information from any source through integrations with your website and industry 
partners. 

 Manage your pipeline in real-time and predict the probability of closing a deal. 

 Manage lead activities. 

 Automate lead assignments to the sales reps. 
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Deal Processing and Inventory Management 

 Match inventory to customer preferences. 

 Structure the deal and calculate deal profitability on the fly. 

 Allow sales managers to easily view outstanding floor-plan and interest on inventory in order to move your 
aged inventory faster. 

 Track the true cost associated with each item in a sales deal, including PDI costs, and installed options to ensure 
a deal’s profitability. 

 Split commissions for as many as 6 salespeople. 

 Pay commission or track sales for additional parts and labor within a sale. 

 Print window stickers for the units. 

 Never lose gross profit from work orders not being closed properly against inventory – all work orders are visible 
from the deal management screen.  

Automated F&I 

 Leverage an integrated easy-to-use menu selling system to include pre-package items, and offer additional 
insurance and warranty items. 

 Instantly calculate payments using preset data from your finance and insurance vendors. 

 Print customized sales contracts. 

 Pull credit and red flag reports without double-entry of customer information.  

 Process loan approvals and get laser forms printing faster through integration with Wolters-Kluwer’s AppOne 
system. 

 

Measure What Matters 

Access and analyze data that’s crucial to the profitability of a 
deal: 

 Get an instant operational snapshot of your sales 
department with a real-time customizable dashboard.  

 Get instant inventory reports (Aging report, Inventory 
Turns, etc.). 

 Build custom reports that provide you with your most 
important information.  

 Analyze the impact of discounts and instantly calculate 
deal profitability on the fly. 

 Measure gross margin with a click of a button. 
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Stay Connected  
 

Providing timely and relevant communication with your prospects and 
customers is essential in generating more sales. IDS CRM allows your sales reps 
to have the ability to stay on top of important customer opportunities. 

 Set up automated workflow emails for consistent follow-up with leads  
and customers. 

 Leverage proven built-in processes for turning leads into customers. 

 Send out alerts when matching inventory becomes available. 

 Alert the sales rep when a customer is onsite. 

 Automate post-sale follow-up to upsell services, manage unit life cycle, 
etc. 

 

Sell from Anywhere, Anytime 
The IDS Mobile App allows your sales team to stay on top of their 

current leads and activities. No matter where you are, you will always 

have access to IDS CRM and you can:  

 Manage your leads and follow-up activities  

 Add new follow-ups and complete follow-ups 

 Send emails, check appointments, and much more! 

 

 

 

”When a lead comes in, it’s automatically searching your system to see if that customer has already been at 
your store. It’s also searching your inventory to see if what they are looking for is in stock and readily available. 
You don’t have to double-input all of a customer’s information. Everything is already right there in front of you 
and that was huge for us.”  

Grant Baidas, General RV Center 

 


